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Many versions of this story have been told in the past. All of them have included plenty of slander, 
libel and included more than their fair share of defamation. Most of it consisted of people saying 
bad things about other people.  However in this version, we’re going to explore the history of 
electric train preservation in Sydney in a way that attempts to strip out that nasty stuff and instead 
present a publicly presentable story that’s interesting to read. 

Vs 
Back at the turn of the 20th Century, before electric trains were even mentioned in NSW, there was already a fight 
going on between two ideologies. Like many political stories in NSW, this was all about the fight to access limited 
Government resources and money.  

On one side, we had the “country” boffins. Farmers and regional towns, who generated the wealth of our nation 
through agriculture and mining. On the other side we had the “city.” That central collection of humanity that took 
those resources and sold them to the world, returning benefits to the state in return. 

Back then, the “country party” (nowadays we call it the National Party) held significant seats in the NSW 
parliament. Getting the various acts passed to enable creation of Sydney’s electrified rail network was a 
headache. It repeatedly stalled for many years, before and during the first world war. Meanwhile Melbourne had  
successfully charged on with its own railway electrification programme.  

Every time an Act was put to NSW parliament, it would be voted down by the country party who instead wanted 
more money spent on branch lines, stretching in to the middle of nowhere in order to pass “certain” properties. 

Eventually, the required acts were finally passed. However it wasn’t before a ton of political concessions had 
been made to the Country party. This resulted in millions of pounds more being spent on little used branch lines. 
Most of these uneconomical lines would close again less than thirty years later. 

Fast forward to the ‘80s and ‘90s. Once again, we can see that by this time railway preservation 

was defined by two completely different ideologies. The similarities between “city” and “country” were striking! 

In the BLUE corner, we had the “traditional” steam preservation groups. They’ve forged a relatively successful 
path, purchasing heritage locomotives and rolling stock as it came up for disposal. The steam groups then 
established “museums” somewhere out in the sticks, on otherwise disused and worthless railway land that 
nobody wanted anymore. This land was ideal for storage and maintenance of  huge railway assets, slowly and at 
a pace which matched their meagre resources. They didn’t have to worry too much about paying a huge monthly 
rent, or for that matter.. quarterly council rates. 

OK, so now we get to the RED corner. This is where we come back to our story of “the city” and that of 
preserving its heritage electric trains. 

Land in the city is expensive. Very expensive. Even back in the 1990’s, it was still expensive relative to land out 
in the country districts. The only way to get control of land in the city is to either rent it or buy it. Purchase of land 
comes with a substantial sting in the tail in the form of council rates which, on a large block of land located in a 
suburban area, can easily reach tens of thousands of dollars per quarter. The other option, rental, commands a 
premium regular cost per square metre and lacks security of tenure beyond a few years’ contract. 
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So pretty early on, anyone dreaming up ideas of preserving electric trains was instantly faced with an enormous 
task – that of finding somewhere to put them. Since the intent was always to operate them on the main line as 
heritage trains, the first prerequisite anyone faced when looking for lodgings for these assets, was of course to 
make sure that it was within cooee of an electrified rail line.  

In Sydney, that storage pill came with a double dose. It was also necessary to find somewhere within the wide body 
gauge area that the electric rolling stock conformed to. Suburban electric stock in Sydney is too wide to travel by rail 
outside of the metropolitan area. This ruled out regional spaces “just outside” the city.  

The formation of “SETS” 

So when it came to the forming of a group of likeminded enthusiasts in July 1991, who wanted to do something 
about the impending loss of Sydney’s beloved and revered red rattlers, this was the very first issue that the very 
young committee of management had to battle with. This group became known as the “Sydney Electric Train 
Society (SETS).” It came about because of two meetings called by Greg Antipas and Andrew Haviland, who 
used a mailing list supplied by Bruce Cook. Bruce had for a few years prior, run a number of electric enthusiast 
train tours using single deck electrics hired from the SRA. 

History aside, there is little doubt that without this vitally important chain of events happening, this book on “the 
history of electric train preservation in NSW” would have been a very short one. Credit where credit is due for 
these people who actually did something at this critical moment in history, while everyone else just talked. 

Of course many early suggestions made by members suggested that the group should align itself with the rest of 
the heritage rail sector, possibly becoming an operating arm of the NSW Rail Transport Museum. Valley Heights 
Locomotive Depot had just been handed to the RTM which could potentially have been used as a location. These 
options however were quickly dashed, when the existing steam groups concerned saw the obvious conflict of 
interest with their own aims and objectives of having to store their ever growing collection of stuff somewhere. 

Within about six months of creation, SETS had to quickly accept that their meagre resources would never stretch 
to the ability of owning or controlling a storage site of their own, in the metropolitan area. That left them with only 
one other possibility: to try and convince the government owned railways (then known as the “State Rail Authority” 
or SRA) that it was a good idea for them to retain some heritage electric rolling stock in public ownership. By 
doing this, SETS could then transfer responsibility of finding metropolitan storage space for the preserved trains, 
back into the hands of their owners – the NSW Government. 

The first few meetings of the 

“Sydney Electric Train 

Society” were held in 

Chatswood.  

However the lions’ share of 

SETS meetings throughout 

the 1990s would be held at 

the union owned Transport 

Social Club in Regent St, 

Chippendale—now long 

gone. 

 

Photo : Glenn Ryan 
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This approach stood in stark contrast to all approaches in NSW rail preservation that had preceded it. The NSW 
Railways (and through it, the NSW Government) retained access to many both current and disused metropolitan 
land sites, where heritage trains could be stored. These were all close to electrified lines and, since they were 
government owned, would also be exempt of the need to pay council rates. 

Of course the fight over land on which the “heritage electric fleet” (as it was to become known) now sits has raged 
on continuously to this very day. Some sites have since succumbed to private sale and development. It’s only in 
very recent times that the NSW Government has finally seen sense and reserved a suitable metropolitan space, 
where they and other state owned and controlled heritage railway items can be securely stored. This space (once 
the location of Chullora Locomotive Workshops) is soon to become known as the “Chullora Heritage Hub”. But for 
the moment, let’s set the wayback machine for 1992 and have a look at what has happened over all of this time to 
get us to where we are today. 

It’s important to remember that among the very young and growing membership of SETS at the time, the 
committee’s early decision to pursue the “public ownership” model did not draw unanimous support from all of its 
members. There were many among the group, even back then, who questioned the wisdom of choosing a path 
toward preservation that significantly differed from that which was being followed by all other rail preservation 
groups in NSW at the time.  

Regardless, the SETS committee commenced with a gusto to place pressure on Government and railway 
administrators to preserve suitable examples of heritage electric trains. They initially met with significant backlash 
from both the top end of town and politicians, who had fought for years to completely eradicate the “red rattlers” 
from the public eye. 

The primary aim of SETS in those early years was to firstly see that suitable items were “put away” and hidden from 
the scrapper and thus be safe from destruction. Secondary to this were steps that would allow some sort of public 
tour operations to recommence, which had otherwise ground to a halt once single deck trains were withdrawn from 
regular traffic in January 1992.  

SETS’ first tour took place the day after the last day of public operations of the single deck standard 

sets. It would be the absolute last time any single deck tour has operated with “open doors”. 

Drivers Leonard Gaut and Alan Ball pose with the beast on Road 1 at Lavender Bay—still a popular 

destination for single deck tours today nearly 30 years later.                           Photo—Paul Matthews 
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Whilst approaches to head office continued to meet with brick walls, SETS began to have early and significant 
success dealing directly with State Rail middle management - particularly the managers of the various maintenance 
depots, and within fleet engineering itself. Here, they found people sympathetic to their cause. 

Within six months after January 1992, the SETS committee had been quite successful in having multiple good 
examples of single deck cars  “squirreled away” at car sheds. This was done pretty much without the knowledge of 
State Rail head office. Hornsby held three cars, Mortdale six and Punchbowl another six, of which four made up a 4 
car “W” set (we’ll learn more about what happened to that much later in our story.)  Another three cars were also 
retained outside at the former Elcar workshops.  

In October 1992 a meeting was finally held with senior management at SRA’s head office, to the extent that  a 
commitment was finally reached to retain a number of these cars for “preservation”. 

Meanwhile, negotiations also continued in order to allow a train to re enter tours service, particularly some of the cars 
stored at Mortdale and known variously at the time as “Set M1.” The sticking points preventing tour operation were all 
around the manual doors. These had previously seen the cars declared “unsafe” by the NSW Coroner, in a series of 
earlier hearings back in the 1980s. These had taken place after a few people died as a result of being pushed or by 
falling out of open manual doors on single deck trains.  

The coronial inquiry left State Rail in the dubious legal position. If they were to allow the cars to be used after they 
had formally been withdrawn, they might potentially leave themselves liable to be sued should something go wrong. 
In the early 1990s the wider issue of heritage train public liability had become a major issue, as a result of a fatal 
accident in 1989 on Cowan Bank involving Steam Locomotive 3801. 

One of SETS’ first goals was to try and 

keep tours like this running. It proved to 

be much harder than anyone had 

imagined. 

 

The tour on Saturday 11th January 

(photographed here at Cowan)

represented the very last time an 8 car 

single deck standard “red set” would 

operate on the system.  

 

Photo—Paul Matthews 

While “SRA Head Office” 

continued to rebuff the idea of 

keeping cars for preservation, 

shed managers had already 

made their move to hide good 

examples away from the 

scrappers’ eye in conjunction 

with SRA staff and SETS 

representation. 

In this photo taken 28/12/93, 

Cars C3426 and C3104 

slumber quietly at the back of 

Hornsby Maintenance Centre 

awaiting their passage 

through time. The white signs 

on the windows say “Historic 

car—please do not strip” 

         Photo—Greg Oates 
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By mid 1993, an agreement had finally been reached. The doors would remain closed, with trained carriage 
attendants placed in each vestibule to ensure this rule was rigidly enforced. In addition, SETS would be required to 
establish a broad based public liability insurance policy to the tune of $10 million, in order to protect both SETS and 
State Rail should any liability arise out of operation of the train carrying public passengers. This policy (which had to 
include mention of the Authority in the wording) required payment of a $9,600 annual policy. This was an incredibly 
steep financial step for the small and young SETS group to come up with from their feeble income. 

Never the less the money was duly raised, mostly through loans from members. With the premium now paid, tours 
using the single deckers were finally able to recommence under the “public ownership” model. SETS became the 
tour operator (effectively the “retailer”) while State Rail retained ownership of the trains and saw to their storage, 
maintenance and certification and provided crews to operate them. In return State Rail charged SETS a modest hire 
fee for each trip in a similar way that they did for operating special trains on their network. After only two trips the 
initial loans had been paid off. With regular tours now running, the SETS bank balance was now healthy enough to 
sustain the annual insurance premium as well as leaving enough saved to act as a hedge against some tours 
running at a loss. 

While the SRA refused to 

allow “manual door” 

single deck sets to be 

hired for tours, SETS 

instead employed power 

door “W” sets. 

This tour conducted on 

13th June 1992, featured 

Car 3708. This car is now 

part of preserved set W3 

currently undergoing 

restoration. 

Scott Ferris and Andrew 

Haviland ensure things 

are running smoothly. 

Photo : Roy Howarth 

Left : A menagerie of 

early SETS members 

enjoy the facilities 

provided by Car C3708 

back in June 1992. 

Little did they know that 

this car would shortly go 

on to be retained and 

“hidden away” by 

Punchbowl Maintenance 

Centre staff, thus 

preparing it to travel 

through time to 2019. 

Photo : Paul Matthews 
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For a few years during the mid 1990’s, this model proved very successful. Many cars had been saved from the 
scrapper’s torch and heritage tours were back and running. SETS even negotiated access to State Rail 
maintenance centres at Mortdale and Punchbowl in order to commence selected cosmetic restoration works using 
volunteers from the group. By late 2004 this had included a complete repaint of “Set M1.”  

From the public’s perspective, it looked a lot like SETS had “made it.” However… dark storm clouds were quietly 
gathering. These troubles had everything to do with the age old problem of finding somewhere to store the trains in 
the metropolitan area! 

By 1995 Punchbowl Maintenance Centre had been forcibly closed. The land was quickly sold off to developers. Not 
only did this mean that the heritage cars stored there were now displaced, it also meant that spare space at the 
other two maintenance centres  at Hornsby and Mortdale was now at an absolute premium. There was no longer 
any room there to store heritage trains. 

Above : It would be another twelve long months before agreement was finally reached to allow 

recommencement of tours using single deck, manual door stock. This inaugural “it’s back” tour, held on 

14th July 1993, represented an enormous crowning achievement for the early SETS committee. However 

despite the smiles all round, member support for the way it was done was far from unanimous... 

              Photo : Paul Matthews 

By May 1994, agreement had been 

reached with Mortdale Maintenance 

Centre to allow SETS volunteers to 

commence restoration work on “set M1”. 

Here, on a work day held on 15/5/94, Car 

C3218 receives the first of many repaints 

it will receive in the coming decades of 

heritage service. 

C3218 is one of the four cars in Red Set 

F1 today. 

      

 Photo : Paul Matthews 
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By this time, the company who had been scrapping the single deck cars (Milfren P/L) at the old Redfern 
Carriageworks Paint Shop site had completed their work and moved out. This left the Carriageworks facility virtually 
empty, except for the tail end of an asbestos removal project which occupied one end of the old paint shop. As a 
result of this being the only under cover track space left, SRA Fleet collected all of the so called “preserved electric 
cars” from their original maintenance centre homes and shunted them into Redfern Carriageworks. 

Responsibility for the maintenance and operation of “Set M1” then transferred to Flemington Maintenance Centre 
even though the train remained stored at Redfern. As part of this change, the target for the heritage set was 
changed to “F1,” the target it retains today.  

The primary reason for this? At the time Flemington Centre retained one other single deck electric car in serviceable 
operation – parcel van C3653. It was used for brake testing, to ensure each batch met the specification of contracts 
let by the railways for supply of brake shoes. This also meant that a certain number of drivers from Flemington had 
to remain qualified in the operation of “brake test car” C3653. This in turn meant these same drivers would also 
remain qualified to drive Set F1 whenever it ran special trips. 

For a short while the SETS tours continued. At the time, Carriageworks still had access to a wired siding off the 
main line. Set F1 would routinely be moved under it using a small viking shunter, borrowed from the adjacent 
asbestos removal facility. F1 would then be driven under its own power to Flemington for inspection, before running 
a tour and returning direct to Redfern to be pulled off the wired siding and back into the shed by the shunter. 

Around the same time, SETS volunteers negotiated access to Redfern by liaising with the supervisor of the 
asbestos removal facility. They did this in much the same way as they had done to gain access to Mortdale and 
Punchbowl a few years earlier. For a while restoration work continued, until suddenly SETS found themselves 
“locked out” of the facility. The first bolt of lightning had struck. The storm was coming. 

The formal reason for the “lockout” came down to supervision. All the while SETS volunteers had run their work 
days at a maintenance centre, their presence there and their ultimate safety came under the responsibility of the 
depot manager. However at Redfern there was no manager. While in effect SETS had still gained “permission” to 
be there, they were in fact trespassing. The entity that gave permission to them (the asbestos removal facility) had 
no authority to do so. SETS’s continued presence therefore represented a legal risk State Rail was not willing to 
allow to continue, without further consideration. 

As a result of the lockout, and shortly afterwards further frustrated by removal of the wired siding from Redfern, 
tours became much less frequent. They also became more difficult and expensive to arrange due to the need for 
expensive locomotive transfers between Redfern and Flemington every time. Without SETS volunteers caring for 
the train, it quickly began to fall in to disrepair. When initial negotiations between SETS and State Rail head office 
broke down, an independent arbitrator (the well known and respected Mr. Don Hagardy) was bought in to review 
the arguments from both SETS and State Rail. He would then make recommendations as to how they might be able 
to proceed to the benefit of both parties. 

Above : In early 1997, three preserved electric cars were used in the 

production of Alex Proyas’ film “Dark City”. This incident would 

trigger a pivotal moment in the future of electric train preservation in 

Sydney and set in motion a series of events that would help topple 

the efforts of SETS to continue with their “public ownership” model. 

Photos : Above—John Miller.   Right—Cut from the film, location at Museum Station. 
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Whilst all this was going on, and largely unknown to the then committee of SETS who were thoroughly dedicated to 
dealing with all of the problems mentioned above, things were not quite as unified among their own membership as 
they might have expected. With the initial success of the mid 1990s era now fading, more and more SETS members 
were becoming frustrated at the endless excuses given by the committee as to why things had suddenly “stopped 
happening.” 

For an increasing number of SETS members it appeared that the “public ownership” preservation model might have 
fallen off the rails. The SETS committee continued to hold members’ meetings. They gave excuse after excuse as 
to what was happening and what they planned to do about it. However at no time did the SETS committee ever 
reconsider the possibility that it might be appropriate to start purchasing some of their own rolling stock outright. In 
doing so, they might strive to become “masters of their own destiny” like every other NSW rail preservation group 
had done so beforehand. 

1996 and early 1997 became an increasingly turbulent time for SETS. Within its rank and file membership there 
were now two distinctly different sub groups. Those who still supported the “public ownership” model, and those 
who were of the opinion that this had failed and that the group should now pursue a “private ownership” model.  

It’s not hard to see why this happened. At the time State Rail and the then NSW Government were becoming 
increasingly hostile to the idea of running heritage trains on the main line at all, anywhere. The rail administration 
had been broken up into three separate corporations. One responsible for the Government owned trains 
themselves, one responsible for track and infrastructure, and one responsible for accreditation of all operators both 
public and private. An “open access” system of private operators running trains on publicly owned track was fast 
becoming a reality.  

Of course history now records that this 1990’s model of separating operator and network was to eventually put 
safety and on time running at great risk. Investigations after two very high profile electric train accidents in 1999 and 
2003 revealed significant shortcomings that came about because the railways had been “broken up.” As a result, in 
the early to mid noughties the NSW Government was forced to progressively unwind this model, leaving us today 
with an arrangement not too unlike the one which we had prior to 1996. The principal operator (in this case Sydney 
Trains) once again now has absolute responsibility over both trains and infrastructure within its network boundaries. 
But enough of all that. 

SETS’ negotiations with State Rail became very slow and bureaucratic. Meanwhile, the cars that had been initially 
saved by SETS at maintenance centres, were now collected at Redfern under cover but unsecured. They were 
quickly becoming vandalized. All of the good work done only a few years beforehand was quickly unravelling. State 
Rail head office boffins appeared indifferent. They didn't care one little bit. 

Soldiering on regardless, the SETS committee continued to exclusively pursue the “public ownership” model. When 
handed down six months later, the “Hagardy Report” (as it became known) outlined exactly where and why 
communication had broken down between SETS and State Rail. The report then went on to outline ways in which 
the situation could be recovered, with action required on both sides; 

SETS would endeavour to improve its representation of qualified and experienced people within its ranks. It would 
also establish a better management structure so that it had more control and responsibility over its members, after 
some of these members had increasingly been found on railway property without excuse or authorisation. In return, 
State Rail would draft a lease agreement over the Redfern site. It would allow access to the “heritage electric fleet” 
once more, so that SETS could recommence restoration and work towards re establishing tours which would then 
operate under the previous model. A “peppercorn” rent would be paid by SETS to occupy the Redfern site. 

Over the first half of 1997 these negotiations continued. SETS did indeed enlist some new engineering 
heavyweights on to their team - in particular Geoff Moss - a recently retired electrical engineer who lived and 
breathed Sydney’s red sets and was very well respected by State Rail management. Geoff cautiously became 
involved with SETS on the sidelines, not being entirely sure of what he had gotten himself into at that stage. 
Likewise by June 1997, State Rail had established a legal lease agreement. Arrangements had been made for it to 
be signed at the SETS AGM scheduled for early July of that year at the usual venue. 

However.. the matter of SETS gaining control over a few of its rogue members remained a sticking problem for the 
committee. A formal letter had been received by SETS from State Rail, outlining a number of incidents that had 
occurred involving SETS members being found at the Redfern site without permission. In one instance, a member 
even allegedly gave orders to a State Rail employee to have work done on behalf of SETS when in fact no such 
work had been authorised either by SETS or by State Rail. 

Something HAD to be done. 
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Unfortunately, some of the SETS committee, after consulting with the organisation’s rather vague and inadequate 
model rules, hatched a plan to expel a member from the organisation. Ironically this “coup” was scheduled to take 
place on the very same day that the access agreement with State Rail was due to be signed. It was a dangerous 
proposition at best, should it fail. 

Indeed a few other SETS committee members (your author being one) remained very reserved at the fact that this 
so called “plan” might not work at all. The SETS committee had no alternative plan to follow, in the event that their 
attempt to expel the member failed. It was a poker game with both sides about to put everything on the table, 
neither sure of their hand. History however records that this is indeed exactly what happened on that particular day 
in July, 1997. 

When push came to shove, the SETS committee did not have a sound understanding of the limitations of their 
vague constitution. This had merely been copied from the NSW Fair Trading “model rules” back when the 
organisation was first incorporated. Nor did they have anywhere near the required member support from the floor of 
the meeting to conduct their planned expulsion of the member. When the expulsion failed and the member refused 
to leave, the committee then tried (in vain) to declare the meeting null and void before walking out of the meeting en 
masse and leaving it with no chairman or administration.  

Of course once they left the agreement with State Rail could no longer be signed. They left the premises in the 
belief that their “coup” had worked. The plan was to simply call another meeting a few weeks later, complete the 
task and everything would work out. 

However of course.. the plan had failed miserably. Many of the members left behind were disgusted with what had 
happened and what the executive had done by basically “walking out” on them. They commenced to continue the 
meeting, replacing the missing chair and other committee members from their number before going on to make a 
few key decisions. The vagrancies of the group’s constitution were not clear enough to state if the executive even 
had the powers to cancel or adjourn a meeting, let alone an AGM. 

The legality of whatever did or did not happen at that fateful meeting have of course been open to debate ever 
since. However the practical outcome was that a number of SETS members then attempted to commence legal 
action against a few of the incumbent committee. The entire situation had now dissolved in a complete mess. With a 
threat now open to their own personal safety and with the possibility of having to defend court action, the incumbent 
committee had little option but to fall on their swords, resign their membership completely, and leave.  

With the core of the original committee now gone, the remaining members quickly had to choose sides and either 
stay or follow the committee out. Of course what in fact ended up happening, is that the group split right down the 
middle. Not unexpectedly, when news of happenings reached them the following Monday, State Rail immediately 
withdrew the lease offer for Redfern and completely withdrew access to the publicly owned heritage electric fleet. 
State Rail then adopted a “wait and see” attitude. They also moved Set F1 across the tracks to a more secure 
facility at ACDEP in the interim, just in case. 

With the failed “coup” now complete, SETS commenced to regroup themselves and consider their situation.  The 
majority of remaining members agreed that the “public ownership” model had failed them. Instead, SETS would now 
seek to purchase its own cars as they came up for disposal. It would then seek somewhere to store and restore 
them, with a view to eventually operating them on the main line as an independent and private operator, much the 
same as all other rail preservation groups in NSW were doing at that point. 

Of course it’s at this point in the story that our narrative must naturally split in two. We’ve seen how SETS was first 
created. How it struggled with the two ideologies of public and private ownership, and how ultimately these two 
ideologies, coupled with an un clear and ineffective constitution, bought about a split in the organisation that saw 
half of its membership walk out in frustration. This left the other half to take SETS in a new direction, pursuing an 
exclusively “private ownership” model that was more in line with other NSW preservation groups. 

For a while, the incumbent committee sat on the sidelines and just watched. While there were no plans to start 
another group at first, inevitably the ultimate questions were asked once it became certain that SETS intended to 
pursue the private ownership model exclusively and they commenced plans to purchase their own rolling stock. 

With the Government owned “heritage electric fleet” now effectively without a custodian, and with State Rail ruling 
out any further involvement with SETS, there was an opening for the possibility of starting a new group and picking 
up where the Hagardy Report had left off. But how? And in what form? 
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Historic Electric Traction – Formation and early years 

 

None of the incumbent SETS committee were ready to put their hand out and suggest the formation of a new group, 
at least not yet. However they did go as far as keeping in touch with each other. The inevitable “what if” discussions 
ultimately ensued. These culminated in a meeting held a few months later. Invitations were sent to most people they 
thought might be sympathetic to the possibility of starting another group. 

Imagine the surprise on everyone’s face when Geoff Moss not only attended the meeting, but promptly opened his 
suitcase and outlined a well researched plan to create a new organisation. To be known as “Historic Electric 
Traction,” it would be quite different to SETS. It would be built entirely around the “public ownership” model. It would 
involve the creation of a rolling stock maintainer and contractor organisation, which would make its services 
available to State Rail on a contract basis much the same as any other rolling stock maintainer. 

By using volunteer labour, this new organisation would be able to provide restoration and maintenance services to 
State Rail with deep discounts. The ultimate plan was that this would improve the viability of the “public ownership” 
model in an environment where it would otherwise be cost prohibitive. In turn, anyone (including SETS or HET) 
would then be able to hire the trains and run tours with them as well. The idea was a “build it and they will come” 
approach, believing that if the train was available for hire, then people would use it. That included SETS, HET, State 
Rail or any other entity such as the RTM or even the Tramway Museum. 

Having been through the SETS split only months beforehand, some members of this new group were determined to 
not make the same mistakes that they consider ultimately led to the failure of SETS. To this end they looked to the 
possibility of setting up the group under an entirely different corporate structure. It was clear that one of the primary 
reasons for the SETS failure lay in its grossly inadequate constitution and a complete indifference to this fact by the 
state regulator (in this case NSW Fair Trading) who did nothing to regulate or discipline Associations when they 
invariably went bad. 

For inspiration, they looked no further than another kindred railway preservation group – 3801 Limited. This group 
(at the time) seemed to represent the epitome of stability and accountability. It lacked most of the problems that 
many other groups like SETS often experienced when time came to discipline members and to deal with different 
factions within the group. It was thought that incorporation under Federal legislation through ASIC as a “company 
limited by guarantee” would create a membership more accountable to its executive and therefore though it, to its 
“principle customer” – State Rail. 

Formed using a heavily modified version of 3801 Limited’s own constitution, “Historic Electric Traction” was created 
in late October of 1997. Not surprisingly, a significant number of the former executive committee of SETS featured 
on the new Board of HET, alongside a few new entrants to the race. The primary purpose of HET would be to 
forward the purpose of retaining heritage electric trains in public ownership and wherever possible, get those assets 
to a condition where they could be operated by State Rail. 

For its first few years, HET struggled with its aims and objectives. The company model delivered significantly higher 
running costs than the “associations” model under which SETS had been incorporated. An external auditor was 
required, who charged higher annual fees. Just like SETS had experienced years beforehand, HET initially met with 
indifference and resistance from the railway executives. After the debacle with SETS, they weren’t in any mood to 
“try again” with electric train heritage anytime soon.  

By this time however, the NSW Government had bound State Rail with new legislation rigidly controlling the way in 
which all state owned entities must manage their heritage items. As a result, by late 1998 State Rail had dutifully 
collected the entire “heritage electric fleet” back into Redfern Carriageworks. 

They then let a contract to replace all of the damaged doors on the building with brand new motorised roller 
shutters. They installed just enough electric power to open and close them - and do nothing else. They then closed 
the doors, put the key in their drawer at head office and just left it there, in the hope that everyone just might forget 
all about it. 
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SETS – After the 1997 split 

While HET was floundering in the wake of the 
failed implementation of the Hagardy Report 
recommendations, the reinvented SETS 
group aggressively began to forward their 
new aims and objectives to obtain their own 
items of rolling stock. In a relatively short 
space of time and with the help of members’ 
wallets, they acquired three single deck red 
set motor cars of their own. They snapped 
them up as they became surplus after being 
used at Flemington for a number of years as 
shunters. However they immediately bashed 
up against the same problem that had 
prevented the previous SETS administration 
from following this path: the problem of finding 
somewhere to put them. 

They found success with a small rolling stock 
maintainer, who was leasing  a few sidings off 
State Rail in Marrickville for a business of 
repairing tanker wagons. There were a few 
track roads they were not using, so SETS 
negotiated a monthly sub lease of a hundred 
bucks in return for storing their newly 
acquired single deck cars there. These would 
invariably become known as the “Meeks 
Road Cars.” 

At the close of the 20th Century SETS activity 
at Meeks Road was frequent. Members toiled 
diligently to repair and restore the cars with a 
view to operation. Nobody seemed to ask  
about who’se accreditation under which they 
might run, as SETS themselves have never 
been an accredited operator in their own 
right. SETS would always need someone else 
to operate their trains for them. 

With the Meeks Road cars stored outdoors in an insecure inner city environment, constant vandalism and 
deterioration quickly became a serious problem. It wasn’t long before all of SETS’ restoration work was quickly 
undone. It wasn’t entirely unexpected then, to find that that work on them virtually ceased soon afterwards. Now left 
basically to rot and without a single window remaining, the Meeks Road cars soon became a drastic embarrassment 
for SETS and all those involved, including the maintainer who still held the lease with State Rail. With no regular 
income to offset the expense SETS also fell into arrears with the rent. 

The Meeks Road Cars would remain at this site for another twelve years. By 2010 they had become nothing more 
than rusting hulks. The maintainer’s lease finally ended and they moved away from the site. Control then reverted 
back to State Rail who eventually arranged for relocation of the SETS cars to a disused industrial siding out the back 
of Chullora. Here, theoretically, it would be practical for SETS to arrange removal of them by road. 

However they have remained at this location to this very day another ten years later. They pretty much stand as a 
good example of how not to preserve heritage trains. As a result of this debacle, it became obvious to SETS that 
they would never be able to restore and operate their own red set. Fortunately before the turn of the century they 
had already diversified into purchasing “U Boats” (a type of interurban single deck car being scrapped in the late 
1990s). They also purchased a few electric locomotives at a time when these too were being retired from service. 

Once again SETS immediately faced the dilemma of finding somewhere to store what they had just gained 
ownership of. At least this time, the items were narrow width stock. This meant that the option of locating them out of 
the metropolitan area was a possibility. The locos for a long time stayed at Lithgow, while the U Boats made their 
way down to Goulburn Roundhouse where once again, a monthly rental agreement was arranged. 

 

Above and Below : The “Meeks Road Cars” as they appeared in 

September 2000 after repeated attempts to secure them and 

prevent vandalism. Photos : Roy Howarth.  
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Stored in a secure location, SETS members 
could now work on their U Boats and expect 
the work to count for something. They did this 
with a gusto, regularly travelling the 250km 
each way to Goulburn and pouring hundreds 
of hours of volunteer time into the restoration 
project. Meanwhile, their electric locomotives, 
which had pretty much been purchased in 
operable condition, were put to use running a 
successful series of tours in the early 21st 
Century. To operate them SETS partnered 
with 3801 Limited who had among their ranks 
a significant collection of drivers and crews 
who had previously operated these same 
locomotives a few years beforehand before 
the freight haulage task in NSW had been 
privatised. 

These electrically hauled tours used 3801 
Limited’s carriages and for a while, they were 
quite successful. Surprising really, given the 
high price of the tickets. Because they were 
working, space was found for the SETS 
electric locos at Eveleigh Yard. It was an early 
example of an arrangement that would 
become an increasing part of life for heritage 
groups – that of operating other people’s 
rolling stock for them. 

Above and Below : The “Meeks Road Cars” exactly ten years 

later, in September 2010. These cars have since been moved 

to Chullora and remain uncollected. Photos : Paul Matthews. 

Below : the SETS’ “U Boat” cars are well 

away from the wires and on their way south 

for storage at Goulburn Heritage Centre 

(then known as Goulburn Roundhouse). 

Unlike the Meeks Road cars, these examples 

would fare much better through the passage 

of time. 

Photo : Ivan Ploskonka 
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HET – First successes 

Upon formation, HET initially spent considerable time 
lobbying State Rail in order to try and convince them 
that operating heritage electric trains was a good idea 
again. Looking around for a worthy project they could 
use in order to prove their capacity, they offered to 
restore a 4 car “W” set (now known as “W3”). 

Chosen primarily due to its almost “ready to roll” 
mechanical condition and the fact that it had 
automatic doors, HET proposed a “cosmetic 
restoration only” for W3 and quoted a figure of $4000 
to restore and repaint the entire set using surplus 
paint that would be supplied from State Rail stores. 
Approval of the contract was the last action of a 
departing senior manager at State Rail. Because of 
the doors, operation would be free of the need to 
obtain a separate insurance policy since the train 
effectively operated the same way as others that were 
currently in use on the network at the time. 

Arrangements were made for a State Rail appointed 
employee to act as a site manager and provide 
access for HET at Redfern Carriageworks so work 
could commence. This “temporary” arrangement 
however would remain in place for another twelve 
years. It probably cost the railways a small fortune 
over this time. Additional funds were also released to 
improve the electrical infrastructure at Redfern, 
enough to permit the work on W3 to proceed. 

The W3 Project was completed in record time. 
However once “restored” cosmetically, certification 
and operation of the train still fell to the hands at 
Flemington Maintenance Centre. Unfortunately a 
motor failure during a special event on the Cronulla 
line led to the train being declared a failure on its first 
public run. 

The failure was later attributed to a wayward empty 
Coca Cola can which had found its way into a motor 
brush housing through a missing cover. While the 
problem was quickly rectified and W3 was then 
subsequently given a complete motor change, the 
very public failure left a sour taste in the mouths of 
senior State Rail executives and exposed the 
deficiency of leaving all of the mechanical 
responsibility in the hands of overloaded staff at FMC. 

W3 went on to operate a few other successful trips in 
this period, including a few instances of it being hired 
by SETS for tours. While the start had been rocky, this 
showed that HET’s “rolling stock maintainer” concept 
could work and in doing so, benefit State Rail. On the 
strength of this trial, State Rail agreed to a second 
contract for the complete restoration of car C7396 to 
operational status. Unlike with W3, this would include 
all mechanical and electrical aspects of the car. 

Above and Below : W3 had suffered extensive graffiti 

damage during the years before Redfern Carriageworks 

had been secured with new doors in 1999. Removed 

from service in 1993, it was otherwise relatively intact 

and represented the ideal opportunity for a “cosmetic 

restoration” to prove that the HET “public ownership 

contractor” model could work.   Photos—Paul Matthews. 
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C7396 was chosen in order for it to be placed in Set F1, 
thus increasing the number of motors in the train and 
ensuring reliable operation. HET would go on to 
establish a separate public liability insurance policy 
(along the lines of that which had been established by 
SETS back in the mid 1990s). This would permit Set F1 
to return to operational status for a second time. While 
the contract specifically singled out C7396 for attention, 
it was really an excuse to give HET access to the whole 
of F1 in order to get it back on the track in a reasonable 
state of repair after it had remained neglected and 
outdoors for a period in the late ‘1990s. 

The State Rail “purpose” for the project was to make 
both F1 and W3 available for a special event to be held 
to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of electric trains in 
March, 2001. Bowing to demands by SETS that they 
should also be involved in the celebrations, State Rail 
arranged several meetings involving representatives 
from both HET and SETS.  

To say that the atmosphere at these meetings was a 
little tense, would be an understatement. It left several 
at State Rail wondering what they had gotten 
themselves into. However everyone had come too far to 
back out now, so arrangements were made that SETS 
would be “given responsibility” of running W3 for the 
event (which didn’t need door monitors or insurance to 
run), while HET would be responsible for F1 (which did). 
This time, the insurance policy premium was paid 
entirely by HET. It effectively took all of the money they 
had just been paid by the railways for their last two 
projects (W3 and C7396) and then handed it to an 
insurance broker in order to allow F1 to run. 

Despite a good deal of hard work on all sides, 
unfortunately the “75th Anniversary of Electric Trains” 
turned out to be yet another embarrassment for State 
Rail. The day dawned cold, rainy and miserable. Droves 
of both rail fans and the general public stayed away. 
Worse still would be media coverage of the event, 
describing the trains as “unwelcome visitors” and “relics 
of the past that should have been long retired and 
forgotten.” In 2001 it seems, heritage electric trains had 
not yet become something that the general public were 
ready to get all nostalgic about.  Instead, the media 
chose to politicise the event as an extravagance that the 
railways could not afford. 

Despite the fact that the event 
heralded the first and perhaps 
last time both HET and SETS 
would ever work together, the 
“75th Anniversary of Electric 
Trains” ushered in the start of 
a long and cold period for 
electric train preservation in 
NSW. F1 would only be used 
two more times, before HET’s 
all important insurance policy 
(which allowed F1 to operate) 
came up for renewal. 

Above and Below : Unlike the restoration of W3, The 

contract for car 7396 was for a total mechanical and 

electrical restoration, including a full switch group 

overhaul. This car is now a key control car in Red Set F1. 

Below : Despite presentation of two beautifully restored 

trains, the miserable weather which heralded the “75th 

Anniversary of Electric Trains” event would only be part 

of the problems caused by a PR exercise that backfired. 
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Alas, at this time a few other quite unrelated events were conspiring to end the “second wind” era of operation of 
heritage electric trains in NSW. The most significant of these would be the failure of the HIH insurance group in 
Australia. This single corporate failure created a ripple effect across the globe. It effectively “froze” the broad based 
public liability insurance industry. Overnight, risks that had previously been insured became “uninsurable.” The few 
operators that did manage to renew their policies suddenly saw a tenfold increase in their annual premiums. 

HET’s policy in conjunction with State Rail to operate F1 with manual doors, was about as broad as insurance can 
get. Their insurer (Barklays in the UK) simply refused to renew it in March 2002 at any price. With no other insurer 
willing to assess the risk or even quote a replacement policy, Set F1 was once again stuck in the shed and unable 
to be used to carry public passengers. 

Another significant problem to rear it’s ugly head again would become that of certifying drivers to operate F1. With 
the “Brake Test Car” at FMC no longer in use, State Rail could no longer justify the added expense of keeping a 
collection of drivers qualified in the operation of the single deck cars.  

Finally, there was the outcome of the inquiry into the Waterfall accident of 2002. This involved a case where a 
Tangara fell off the track due to an incapacitated driver and excessive speed. The inquiry recommended that all 
suburban rolling stock would now be required to include vigilance control and data logging capability. Of course 
neither F1 nor W3 had these fitted, so this development worked to further distance the chance of them ever being 
operated again by State Rail. The introduction of a new train radio system also frustrated things even further. 

HET were however able to convince State Rail to operate W3 just one more time - in 2005. They used it to conduct 
a number of shuttles around Olympic Park. Unfortunately even by this time, it had become apparent that the 
certification of new drivers had now become a serious problem  as there were only three left. The operation of W3 in 
2005 would represent the very last time any heritage electric train ran under what we now refer to as the “old 
arrangements”. 

It would be another dark and cold eleven years before anything moved anywhere ever again, in the name of HET. 

Above : In a brief moment when things were working as everyone hoped they might, SETS actually hired 

the HET restored W set off State Rail to operate their own tour later in 2001—shown here targeted “S7A” 

climbing the Harbour bridge approaches after leaving Wynyard.     Photo—Paul Matthews 
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SETS in the Noughties 

While this cat and mouse story played out 
with HET, SETS were enjoying an 
increasing amount of success in the 
operation of their electric locomotives in 
conjunction with 3801 Limited. Free of the 
shackles of State Rail and its bureaucracy, 
the young and proactive SETS 
management were able to find ways around 
many problems that beset them during this 
period.  

Because tours were running, SETS (unlike 
HET) still had an income. For a few years at 
least, it looked like the “private ownership” 
model might finally succeed over the “public 
ownership” one. However just like with 
HET, SETS’ time in the sun would also 
soon come to an end, as a result of things 
happening that were mostly beyond their 
control. 

For a while, SETS had been slowly 
renovating their two “U Boat” power cars at 
Goulburn. They eventually wore out their welcome at Goulburn for reasons that are irrelevant to this study, however 
it’s reasonable to speculate that it may have had something to do with unpaid rent. The opportunities to keep their 
locos at Lithgow and Eveleigh also came to an end. 

Somehow (and to this day the exact details will never be known), SETS were able to strike a handshake agreement 
with management at State Rail’s Hornsby Maintenance Centre to relocate their two U Boat cars and two electric 
locos to Hornsby. This was a major coup for SETS, as it seemed that they had finally been able to negotiate decent 
metropolitan storage space for their vehicles. Not only that but it was in a secure, electrified facility where 
maintenance, heavy restoration work and testing could easily be carried out. 

The SETS plan was to continue to operate the SETS electric locomotives in conjunction with 3801 Limited. They 
would continue to restore their two U Boat cars with a view that these could eventually be included as hauled stock 
in a tour train operated by 3801 Limited – a plan they finally reached in 2005. It would only then be a short hop to 
crosstrain the 3801 Limited drivers in operation of the U Boats. Thus eventually they would get their own train on 
the tracks under its own power, entirely independently of the SRA. 

It was a bold and exciting plan.  For a while, it 
looked like it might even succeed. Certainly a 
very large sum of members’ funds were spent 
during this period, much of it being loans that 
would never be repaid. Unfortunately a few 
years later the whole deal started to unravel for 
them. And the unravelling had everything to do 
with something called the “Bondi Turnback 
Project”. 

State Rail Head Office it seems, never gave any 
kind of permission for the SETS owned rolling 
stock to actually be stored at Hornsby on an 
ongoing basis. The deal appears to have been a 
“handshake” with a depot manager. It was not 
entirely unlike the kinds of deals that SETS had 
done way back in the early 1990s with many 
depot managers, in order to “hold back” certain 
single deck cars from the scrapper.  

Above : Locomotive 4615 in Freight Rail blue livery, shortly after 

acquisition by SETS in 1999 and before it was repainted in the 

more traditional Tuscan Red livery by members at Hornsby 

Maintenance Centre. 

Below : In concert with 3801 Limited, SETS enjoyed considerable 

success in the early noughties operating their electric locos. 

Here, 8606 hauls a tour train through the underground at 

Museum station.  
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When the manager at Hornsby changed of course, so did the deal. When SRA Head Office became aware of the 
presence of the four SETS vehicles at Hornsby, initially they were indifferent to their presence. This was because as 
at the time, 3801 Limited were providing significant assistance to State Rail elsewhere in the form of “power by the 
hour” locomotive hire for work trains in the metropolitan area. 

With an increasing reluctance to permit diesel locomotives to enter and work within the city underground system on 
work trains, State Rail saw the ultimate possibility that 3801 Limited might be able to use the SETS electric 
locomotives and offer these on a similar deal to State Rail when they were required for work trains in the 
underground. For this reason State Rail kind of “ignored” the presence of the SETS vehicles at Hornsby for a while, 
in the hope that this would in fact happen. 

In 2006, State Rail requested the use the SETS locomotives in this way for the Bondi Turnback project. Surprisingly,  
SETS completely denied access to the locomotives and the considerable financial benefit the hire would have 
provided both to them and 3801 Limited. The official reason SETS gave their members was to “protect heritage 
assets.”  As a result, State Rail was then required to hire and re activate previously decommissioned 86 class 
electric locomotives from Silverton Rail, and then operate these instead using the 3801 Limited crews. 

The Silverton option cost the SRA considerably more than the SETS/3801 Limited option would have cost. So it 
wasn’t unexpected then, to find that shortly afterwards State Rail immediately demanded the four SETS vehicles be 
removed from Hornsby as clearly they weren’t there for State Rail’s benefit. Another four years of legal wrangling 
and eventual court action would then take place between SETS and State Rail before the vehicles were forcibly 
removed (at State Rail’s expense) and relocated to Junee Roundhouse in 2009. 

Right : SETS Locos 8606 and 4615 ) along 

with their two preserved “U Boat” motor 

cars, prepare to be evicted from Hornsby 

Maintenance Centre in May 2009. 

These vehicles would spend the next eight 

years’ of their life stored at Junee 

Roundhouse before being evicted from 

there also. 

Ironically, fortune has finally favoured some 

of these vehicles with 8606 since having 

been “reactivated” by Pacific National for 

use in underground work trains. 

Photo : Peter Gleeson 

Left : Three “Secondary cars” (3104,3444 

and 3082) were “de accessioned” from the 

publicly owned heritage fleet and given to 

SETS in 2010. The Blue and White colour 

scheme on 3444 was a paint test conducted 

by HET a few years earlier on this car. 

These cars were removed from Chullora by 

road and now reside on private property 

under cover near Bilpin (NSW).  

While they easily represent SETS’ best 

efforts to preserve examples of “red set” 

cars as privately owned items, they are now 

stored on land not owned or controlled by 

the organisation, a long way from a rail line. 
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Unfortunately.. again... in 2006, 3801 Limited were also having their own haemorrhage issues. Their 20 year lease 
on Steam Locomotive 3801 had come to an end. The powers that be who controlled it, then decided that the iconic 
locomotive would now pass back to the NSW Rail Transport Museum. This in effect tore a giant hole through the 
middle of an otherwise very successful organisation at the time known as 3801 Limited. 

A number of 3801 Limited personnel left. Some of these were key people who had been instrumental in creating 
and maintaining the relationship with SETS, thus allowing operation of their electric locomotives. The mere fact that 
SETS denied access to these locomotives for use on the Bondi Turnback project was now seen by 3801 Limited as 
a major reason why they should perhaps rethink their ongoing relationship with SETS. By 2008 the relationship had 
significantly deteriorated to the extent that tour operations were no longer possible. Despite a number of attempts to 
rekindle the relationship in 2009/2010, it finally died a natural death soon after the SETS locos were relocated to 
Junee. 

HET – a Long Dark Silence 

HET had been formed with the “public ownership” 
model in mind. However for a number of reasons 
the publicly owned NSW Railways (then known as 
Railcorp) had now abandoned the idea of 
operating heritage electric trains under its own 
accreditation. Railcorp management knew they 
still had a responsibility to ensure heritage assets 
were cared for, so the issue of storage never 
became an issue for HET. 

In the early noughties and in order to meet their 
heritage management obligations, Railcorp hired a 
series of heritage contractors. These specialists  
created a “Section 170” heritage register for all 
Railcorp’s heritage assets both fixed and movable. 
These specialists commenced their work with very 
little knowledge of railways, as they had all been 
recruited from an industry used to dealing with 
heritage buildings and local councils. 

Successively given the position of “heritage manager”, these contractors also quickly found themselves responsible 
for the facility at Redfern Carriageworks where the heritage electric fleet and a host of other heritage items were 
stored. Still occupying this site in “caretaker mode” but with no further restoration contracts forthcoming, HET 
became a wealth of valuable information to these contractors which assisted them greatly in their task. It wasn’t 
surprising then, to find that HET were made welcome to remain there. 

A little while afterwards, the “Office of Rail Heritage” (ORH) was formed within Railcorp. This saw some limited 
success for HET with the heritage electric fleet effectively “given to them” as “custodians”. However ORH also 
embarked on a process of “thinning out” the size of this fleet, in a futile attempt to empty Redfern Carriageworks. 
They reconsidered six cars as “secondary assets” and subsequently offered them to SETS for a peppercorn sum. 

In 2010, SETS actually collected three of these cars and relocated them by road to a private property under cover. It 
probably stands today as SETS’ best ever success in obtaining worthwhile assets under their “private ownership” 
model and actually putting them somewhere safe. Unfortunately, the land they now stand on is privately owned and 
well away from the railway. They are now somewhat subject to the wishes and whims of the land owners, who could 
at any time suddenly deny access to them and claim the assets as “theirs” if they so wished. 

The other three “secondary” cars were moved out to Chullora to join the SETS “Meeks Road cars.” They are still out 
there today. Uncollected, surrounded by vegetation and vandalised beyond all recognition. 

Once it became obvious that Railcorp had no further interest in running the heritage electrics, HET were faced with 
the possibility that if they were to ever run them again, they would probably have to become an accredited operator 
and operate the trains themselves. Their only other possibility was to partner with another accredited operator (a 
little like SETS did with 3801 Limited) and work towards including them as vehicles that could be operated by 
another group on their behalf. 

The vagrancies of the Office of Rail Heritage and the damage it did to the wider rail preservation sector in NSW are 
beyond the scope of this story. It’s relevant to reflect though that the Office of Rail Heritage were instrumental in the 
process which saw steam locomotive 3801 separated from “3801 Limited” and returned to the RTM. ORH also tried 
very hard to evict 3801 Limited from their long standing tenure of the Large Erecting Shop (LES), across the tracks 
from the Redfern Carriageworks where HET were camped out. 

Above : The very last time F1 ran with passengers under the “old 

arrangements” was in March 2002 for “The Wedding tour” staged 

by your author. The critical insurance policy covering F1 would 

expire two weeks later, never to be renewed.      

      Photo : David Johnson. 
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With plans to evict HET and the electrics from Redfern to make that site available for redevelopment, ORH adopted 
plans to “run a fence down the middle” of the LES and force HET and 3801 Limited to share the facility. 

By this time 3801 Limited and the Office of Rail  Heritage were like oil and water to each other. After harsh treatment 
over removal of Locomotive 3801 and the constant threats of eviction from the LES altogether, both looked and 
considered each other to be the lowest of scum. Unlike 3801 Limited, HET maintained good relations with ORH. 
They were somewhat indebted to it, for gifting the heritage electric fleet to them and allowing them to continue to 
occupy Redfern up to that point without any running contracts. 

So when it was suggested by the Office of Rail Heritage that HET and 3801 Limited might come to an amicable 
agreement and work together, it was HET who turned the idea down flat. It was an opportunity lost really, since 3801 
Limited was an accredited operator. They could have technically operated the heritage electrics for HET in a similar 
way that they had operated the SETS locomotives years earlier. 

The merging opportunity with HET came well after 3801 Limited had already cut its ties with SETS. There were also 
a number of personal clashes and old grudges between the two groups which didn’t help either. It was all somewhat 
ironic, given the fact that HET’s constitution itself had been formed out of 3801 Limited’s own constitution when HET 
was created back in 1997. 

This attitude of HET being reluctant to partner with any other organisations was nothing new They had also been 
given the opportunity to partner with the RMS (Rail Motor Society) at Paterson years beforehand and turned it down, 
once again because of the difference between the “public” and “private” models each clung to. In reality, HET 
management of the time remained very reluctant to do anything which might jeopardise the already cosy relationship 
they enjoyed with Railcorp and the Office of Rail Heritage. 

As a result, HET elected to continue on alone. They declared that they would seek accreditation in their own right 
and eventually operate the trains themselves. Most industry observers however, knew this would never come to 
pass. HET simply did not have the human or financial resources needed to establish such an accreditation entirely 
by themselves.  

Ever since the NSW railway operator accreditation scheme began in the early 1990s there has only ever been five 
heritage main line groups accredited under the scheme. Even then, all of these had done so right at the beginning, 
through a special “grandfathering” process. Not one single heritage group in NSW had been able to gain 
accreditation by themselves since. 

However just as all this was happening and there appeared no hope left, something very significant happened. In 
2011, control of NSW changed and a new Liberal government was elected. 
This single event would go on to influence every corner of Rail Preservation in 
NSW. 

The incoming Government immediately froze everything that had been going 
on in the public sector and subjected it to a series of reviews. In the case of 
Rail Preservation, this would result in the publication of a report which became 
known as “All aboard, a fresh start for Transport Heritage in NSW”. 
Produced by Andrew Scott (director of the National Rail Museum in the UK), it 
laid bare everything that was wrong with the sector in NSW. 

It was deeply critical of Railcorp and its “Office of Rail Heritage” who had 
wasted million$ on worthless projects, such as a white elephant museum at 
Thirlmere and a new boiler for Locomotive 3801 that didn’t fit. The report 
explained how this reckless approach had created deep rifts within the sector, 
effectively tearing it apart. It then went on to suggest a raft of nine possible 
solutions to the myriad of problems the sector found itself in. 

As a direct result of the Scott Report, a new publicly owned company was 
created out of the Rail Transport Museum. This member controlled mega 
group would become known as “Transport Heritage NSW” or what we know 
today as THNSW. 

THNSW would go on to assume all the functions of the incumbent “office of 
Rail Heritage” and would become responsible for the entire NSW state owned heritage collection – including HET’s 
heritage electrics. The state budget previously attributed to the Office of Rail Heritage (at the time around $5m per 
year) was redirected towards THNSW. 
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By 2014 THNSW had been formed, with new directives from the Government which now funded it. The most 
important of these was to be the promotion of tourism. The Government wanted to see the rail preservation sector 
generating more economic activity in the state in order to justify its existence and the public budget. Above all else, 
this meant two things now mattered more than anything else: The number of people visiting museums and the 
number of bums on tour train seats.  

Meanwhile, a few other changes also came about as a result of the change in government in NSW in 2011. These 
were all about what would happen to Railcorp. A new entity was created, with responsibility for the metropolitan 
electrified rail network. This was to be simply known as “Sydney Trains” (ST). Heading up this new organisation 
would be an energetic and enthusiastic import CEO with previous experience leading the London Underground 
network through London’s Olympics. He also turned out to be a bona fide heritage train nut: Howard Collins. 

Aside from running Sydney Trains, Howard quickly positioned himself with an appointed position on to the Board of 
the new THNSW. 

HET : The New Era 

Throughout the whole of the “dark period,” HET 
had held out for their ideal of having the trains 
operate. Without any source of income they had 
managed to exist on a shoestring members’ 
budget for over ten years. All this time they had 
slowly toiled away at Redfern, keeping Set F1 in 
good condition and amassing a shed full of 
spare parts. 

Of course it wouldn’t be long before Howard 
Collins got wind of HET’s existence and the 
existence of Set F1. It would however be 
another year until he got around to inspecting 
Carriageworks himself. What Howard found 
shocked him. He couldn’t believe such a 
worthwhile and valuable asset had just been left 
sitting hidden away in a shed for so long. 
Determined to change this situation, Howard 
began to explore options for returning F1 to 
some kind of operational state. 

Regardless of how much Howard wanted to get 
F1 back on the tracks, a significant number of 
the THNSW Board (particularly those which had 
come into the organisation from the incumbent Rail Transport Museum) were initially reluctant to the idea of having 
THNSW put their paw in something they saw as HET’s problem. THNSW were concerned that if they were to 
provide assistance, it might be seen as “favouritism” by other groups in the sector who had toiled long and hard to 
obtain their own rolling stock, maintain their own accreditation and operate their own trains on the main line. 

A study circulated among the THNSW Board in 2014 (a bit like this one but with the nasty bits still in) brought the 
Board up to speed in all of the happenings of heritage electrics since the very early days. It explained why there 
were two groups (SETS and HET) and the differences between them. As a result, sufficient Board members 
eventually agreed that THNSW should support the idea of restoring F1 to passenger operations. At that time 
however, nobody was willing to determine just how that might happen. 

To demonstrate the change of heart and dedication from THNSW, F1 was finally hauled out into the daylight in 
2015, more than 13 years after it had last turned a wheel. It was then placed on static display at that years’ 
Transport Heritage Expo, with pantographs raised and everything working. 

Ultimately it was Howard Collins himself who broke the impasse, announcing that Sydney Trains would spearhead 
and fund the “F1 Project” to the extent that it would be possible to get the train back on the tracks.  

Under the directorship of Sydney Trains’ John Snider, one by one all of the issues preventing F1’s operation were 
dealt with. The impasse over insurance and manual doors was solved by radio controlling the door monitors. This 
created a feedback path to provide a level of safety equivalent to the “traction interlock” now employed on all other 
suburban trains in Sydney. This ensured that a separate “insurance policy” covering the use of manual doors would 
no longer be required. 

Above : The New Era of heritage electric train running in NSW  

      Photo : David Bennett. 
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The issues of vigilance control, data logging and GPS tracking were solved by developing suitable electronics 
packages and installing them in the drivers’ cabs of F1. The impasse over driver training was solved with the 
creation of a special unit within Sydney Trains’ crewing, to ensure a minimum number of crews remained qualified in 
the rolling stock type. 

Exactly one year later in June 2016, F1 carried its first passengers in 14 years. This new regime, looks far more like 
the one HET had originally envisaged before all of the disasters of the early noughties. Agreements were reached 
between HET, Sydney Trains and THNSW outlining exactly how the train was to operate and who was responsible 
for what. Finally, the recommendations of the Hagardy Report had been carried out. 

The operation of the trains rest with Sydney Trains, who provide crews, carry out certification and provide some of 
the heavy maintenance for which facilities are available at Flemington Maintenance Centre. HET provides and 
certifies the door monitors, handles passenger safety and provide major maintenance and restoration work on the 
trains, in return receiving a cut of ticket sales on tours. THNSW handles tours, ticketing and marketing, which can 
also be handled by third parties where prior arrangements are made. 

In the time since F1 returned to the tracks, membership of HET has doubled. So has the number of members 
attending work days. Already considerable work has been carried out on F1 to allow it to continue operating. Power 
operated door set W3 has also been under major restoration for a number of years now and is due out soon. 

SETS: The New Era 

Not withstanding and against all odds, a few years after this all took 
place SETS were finally able to find a new partner to help operate 
their electric locomotives. Pacific National (PN) had been among a 
number of “hook & haul” rail operators who had been invited by 
Sydney Trains to come up with a solution to the now age old 
problem of operating work trains through the underground rail 
network without the use of diesels.  

Together with SETS, PN agreed to take the displaced locos and 
two U Boat cars which had been evicted from Junee. They were 
then hauled to Lithgow, where 8606 was successfully repaired and 
made available for use on the “Robel Rail Train” which has since 
made a number of work train operations in and about Sydney. 

In “the new era,” it is recognised that SETS has now focused their 
attention on electric locomotives, an area in which both THNSW 
and HET have openly shown very little interest. The difference of 
approaches between HET and SETS even today still remain 
obvious, and there is still more than a little angst between some of 
the people involved in the two groups and the way they approach 
and deal with things. 

However in June 2019, for what must have been the first time since 2001, both groups once again occupied the 
same platform at Central during the “Transport Heritage Expo” in Sydney. 

EPILOGUE 

Twenty eight years. Years of success. Years of failure. 

Some of us have been there right from the start. Some have stood in “Red” camp all our lives, others in the “Blue” 
camp. Still others, like myself, have spent time in both camps.. and even “neither camp”.. for a while. 

Since 1991, two generations of people who weren’t even born when this journey began—have now climbed aboard 
to ride. Meanwhile some others who started this journey and fought hard for many, many years to make this dream a 
reality.. are sadly no longer with us to taste the fruits of success. 

Along the way, plenty of lessons have been learned. Some of them heeded, others tragically ignored and destined to 
be repeated time and time again. One thing is for sure. The NSW Story is unique in the world and almost as 
interesting as the history of the railways themselves.  

History doesn’t “end” when a piece of railway rolling stock clocks off from regular service for the last time. 
In some ways, the real story is only just beginning.  

And that can certainly be said of Sydney’s electrics.  

 

 

Above : The New Era of heritage electric locos  

in NSW.  Photo : Lester Pasley 


